The ultra-bright LED point source with a variety of optics.

All systems in Orbiter are completely new and designed with versatility in mind. Orbiter’s new six-color light engine delivers a wide-color gamut and outstanding color rendition across all color temperatures along with industry-leading, smooth dimming from 100-0%. With its changeable optics, Orbiter can transform into many different types of lampheads including projection (profile), open face, soft light, and other future possibilities. Orbiter’s state-of-the-art technology and versatile design makes it an optimal lamphead for today and for the future with endless possibilities for updates, configurations, and enhancements.

Learn more about Orbiter’s extensive features:

www.arri.com/orbiter

Orbiter® and LiOS® are registered trademarks of Arnold & Richter Cine Technik GmbH & Co. Betriebs KG.